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 ABSTRACT:1  
It has been widely recognized by scholars across the globe that nations can achieve 
competitiveness, sustained growth, and prosperity by concertedly enhancing innovative capacity. 
However, the relationship and correlation between greater protection of intellectual property and 
innovation are still debatable, especially for developing countries. The advocates believe that 
economies with strong IPR are more likely to provide an environment that is capable of fostering 
innovation domestically. It also encourages firms to introduce technologically advanced products in 
developing countries. On the other hand, many policymakers argue that the challenge for 
developing countries moving towards strong enforcement of IPR is that it would deprive the vast 
majority of the population of the provision of essential products, by reducing their accessibility.  
 
India, in its initial stages of development, and advancing rapidly towards becoming an innovation-
driven economy, makes for an interesting case study on the role of IPR in driving innovation and 
economic growth. This study focuses on the role that IPR is playing in the Indian economy and how 
it is impacting the growth of its industries. It also goes on to present evidence through regional trends 
across Indian states that even though IPR is a necessary condition for driving innovation, it is not 
sufficient in itself. Finally, the underlying basis of the study is to explore the drivers of innovation and 
the economic growth of regions through an Indian lens, thus enabling other developing economies 
to gain a larger perspective. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The idea that knowledge and economic development are inextricably linked is barely contested. 
This has been true since the time Adam Smith published his magnum opus in 1776, The Wealth of 
Nations, which he began, by stating, “The greatest improvement in the productive powers of labour, 
and the greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment with which it is anywhere directed, or 
applied, seem to have been the effects of the division of labour.”2 For him, it was the labor of a nation, 
organized efficiently by the division of labor, which was one of the factors responsible for the 
“universal opulence” of those nations. 
 
But classical economics focused on the role of accumulated capital as the key driver of differences 
between income and productivity of nations. It was the American economist, Robert Solow who 
realized that given that the marginal productivity of capital declines as it increases, economic growth  

 
1 Dr. Amit Kapoor is Chair, Institute for Competitiveness and can be contacted at amit.kapoor@competitiveness.in. The 
co-authors for the piece are Chirag Yadav, Senior Researcher, Institute for Competitiveness and Manisha Kapoor Senior 
Researcher, Institute for Competitiveness. 
2 Smith, A. (1776). An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Book 1, Chapter 1. 
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will eventually reach its limit. To account for long-term growth, he added an exogenous term known 
as “technological progress” (Solow, 1956). In this variant of the growth model, technological progress 
raises the productivity of the existing resources and leads to an exogenous increase in the ability of 
society to produce. The broader implication is that only continuous technological progress can 
explain the sustained rise in the standard of living around the world. 
 
The later endogenous growth models of economists Paul Romer and Robert Lucas attributed a 
greater emphasis on the concept of human capital where higher levels of knowledge, education, 
and skill among workers were the determinants of economic progress and growth. Thus, instead of 
an exogenous technological change as the primary driver of growth, investment in human capital, 
innovation and knowledge would have positive spillover on the economy and even reduce the 
diminishing return to capital accumulation. Thus, centuries of economic theory have cemented the 
role of knowledge and technology in determining economic growth and progress of nations. 
 
The innovation that emanates from this accumulation of knowledge and skill plays a crucial role in 
bringing about a long-run economic and social change. Here, it should be instructive to delineate 
the distinction between invention and innovation to understand the latter better. To put it in simple 
terms, invention is the first time an idea for a new product or process occurs while innovation is the 
first attempt of putting it into practice. In some cases, the two processes are closely linked and 
overlap with each other but quite often there is a considerable lag between the two (Rogers, 1995). 
  
While inventions can happen in any setting, the transformation to innovation requires the 
combination of various types of skills, knowledge, and resources. The reasons for long lags between 
invention and innovation are usually that the conditions are not favorable for commercialization or 
even the inputs required for its realization are not available. Take the case of Leonardo da Vinci. 
There is sufficient evidence to show that he had some futuristic ideas on building a flying machine. 
But the conditions were not favorable for his ideas to materialize. The invention and the subsequent 
commercialization of the internal combustion engine, for instance, was a necessary condition for the 
realization of da Vinci’s idea.  
 
A related idea is that innovation is a continuous process. The initial models of the airplane built by 
the Wright brothers were far more rudimentary and unreliable than the commercial aircrafts we 
know today. This process involves a series of inventions and innovations within itself, which might be 
at times even more important than the initial innovation. Thus, what we see as a single innovation is 
quite often an outcome of a lengthy process of interrelated innovations (Kline & Rosenberg, 1986). 
 
The idea of innovation as a continuous process is a crucial one to explore because it highlights the 
importance of “incremental” or “marginal” innovations as opposed to “radical” ones. The latter, where 
innovations are about introducing completely new ideas, is often based upon the former or is made 
better through a series of incremental improvements. This makes it difficult to state with absolute 
certainty as to which of the two is of greater importance. The research literature widely argues that 
the cumulative impact of incremental innovations is no less than the effect radical ideas have on 
society, and to ignore the former’s impact would give a distorted view of long-term economic growth 
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and social change (Lundvall, B. A., 1992). But why and how is innovation crucial for development? 
First, the function of innovation is to infuse novelty, or variety, into the economic space. Without the 
introduction of such novelty, the economy will find itself in a stationary state where there is little or 
no growth (Metcalfe, 1998). This makes innovation indispensable for growth in the long-run. Second, 
innovation tends to cluster around certain industries, which grow faster as a result of bringing out 
about structural changes in production and demand that eventually lead to organizational and 
institutional change. Finally, and most importantly, innovation is a primary force behind the 
differences in performances of different firms, regions, and countries. Those that succeed in 
innovation have higher productivity and income than those that are less innovative. Thus, firms and 
regions that wish for higher prosperity and to catch up with the leaders in their field need to boost 
their innovation capacity. 
 
Now that the role of innovation in determining long-term growth and social development has been 
established, the question of interest remains, as to what drives innovation itself. What is the 
appropriate set of conditions that contribute to a nation’s innovative capacity? A significant strand of 
literature argues that innovation is motivated by the expected returns to it, which are ensured by the 
presence of intellectual property rights (Nordhaus (1969), Scotchmer (1991), Moser (2005)). However, 
there exists considerable debate about the benefits of intellectual property rights (IPR). While 
assurance of an economic return for innovation incentivizes people and firms to undertake the risk 
involved in the process, others argue that the presence of a strong IP regime deprives the population 
of access to essential innovation like medicinal drugs during the period of the patent, which is a 
significant challenge for developing countries. The debate rests on a complex balance between the 
benefits of incentives to the innovator and the benefits of the innovation itself to the society at large. 
This study attempts to explore the role of IPR in driving innovation from the perspective of the Indian 
economy. The case of India is particularly instructive given that the country is in its early stages of 
development with a promising future ahead, even if the initial euphoria with its growth story is 
beginning to fade away. Moreover, India’s growth is unfolding amidst an environment of strong IP 
laws in developed nations, which also happen to be its major trade partners. In the post-WTO world, 
India does not have the same luxury of weak patent laws that were available to the Western world 
when they were in the heydays of development themselves. India, therefore, presents a unique case 
study on the role of IPR in building innovative capacities of nations.  
 
In the next section of the study, the Indian innovation landscape is explored and compared with 
global benchmarks. The evolution of the patenting activity in the country over time is also examined. 
This is followed by a discussion on whether IPR promotes innovation, through the existing literature 
on the subject. The final two sections of the study delve into the IP scenario in the Indian context 
where the second last section discusses the nature of IP-intensive industries in the country in 
comparison to other industries and the last section goes beyond IPR and elaborates upon the other 
factors that drive innovation. 
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THE INDIAN INNOVATION LANDSCAPE 
India’s brush with innovation has been quite curious. From pharmaceuticals to space research, 
innovation within certain industries is cutting edge. Across these sectors, India has leveraged upon 
its massive pool of indigenous talent, which is available at a fraction of the cost compared to a 
similarly skilled workforce in the developed world. Due to such an advantage and backed by 
government policy support, the country has excelled in low-cost innovations from cheap drugs to 
budget space exploration missions. On the other hand, the rest of the economy from transport to 
defense is built upon foreign technology as the domestic capability across these sectors is quite 
rudimentary. That is the paradox of the Indian innovation landscape. 

Taking the Global Innovation Index (GII) as a rough estimation of the state of innovation within the 
country, India’s ranking stands at 52 out of 129 countries as of 2019 with a score of 36.58. Table 1 
shows how India’s performance on the index over the last five years has witnessed a consistent 
improvement. The country is poised to soon enter among the top 50 innovating nations in the world. 
India also presents promising performance when compared with its peer group of major developing 
nations. Figure 1 shows that among the BRICS group of nations, India shows an upward trend in its 
GII scores over the last five years contrary to the trends of every nation except China.  
 

TABLE 1. INDIA’S PERFORMANCE ON THE GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX (GII) 

Year GII Score GII Rank Total Countries 

2015 31.7 81 141 

2016 33.6 66 128 

2017 35.5 60 127 

2018 35.2 57 126 

2019 36.6 52 129 

Source: Global Innovation Index Reports 
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FIGURE 1. GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX (GII) SCORE TRENDS AMONG THE BRICS NATIONS 

 
 

Source: Global Innovation Index Reports, Author’s Representation 

FIGURE 2. GROSS EXPENDITURE ON R&D AS A PERCENTAGE  
OF GDP ACROSS MAJOR ECONOMIES 

 
 

Source: UNESCO (2015) 
 

Despite the potential presented by India on innovation, there are some concerning aspects that are 
impeding the country’s innovative prospects. For starters, India spares a paltry amount of resources 
on research and development (R&D). Figure 2 shows that the country’s gross expenditure on R&D 
stood at 0.62 percent of GDP in 2015, which was evidently lower than most of the major economies 
in the world. By contrast, China spends more than 2 percent of its GDP on research and development. 
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Another queer trend in India’s domain of research and development is depicted in Figure 3, which 
shows that the government’s share of spending is much higher than most of the major economies 
around the world. Both the private and the public sector spend almost an equal share on R&D, in 
stark contrast to nations like Israel where the private sector and universities account for more than 
98 percent of their national spending on R&D. Thus, while India needs to spend more on R&D, the 
onus is more on the private sector to boost their expenses on the same. 
 
Despite India’s low expenditure on R&D, the growth in innovation activities has been remarkable if 
patents are taken as an indicator for the same. After India became a member of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) in 1995 and came under the domain of the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement, the country’s patent laws witnessed a paradigm shift as they 
aligned themselves with global norms. Since then, the amount of patent filings has increased multi-
fold as shown in Figure 4. The number of patent filings in 2017 were almost ten times higher than the 
patents filed a year before India joined the WTO. It must also be noted that the patent filing data 
from World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) also shows that the proportion of patents filed 
by Indian residents has gone up from 17 percent in 2007 (6040 patents out of a total of 35218) to over 
32 percent (14,961 out of a total of 46,582) in 2017.  
 

FIGURE 3. SECTOR-WISE BREAK-UP OF R&D EXPENDITURE ACROSS MAJOR ECONOMIES 

 

Source: UNESCO (2015) 
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FIGURE 4. PATENT FILINGS IN INDIA SINCE ITS WTO MEMBERSHIP 

 

 
Source: World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) 

 
To gain a sense of India’s IPR ecosystem on the global stage, the performance of the country on the 
International Property Rights Index (IPRI) can be explored. As of 2019, India was ranked 55 among a 
total of 129 nations on the index, which acts as a barometer of property rights around the world. Table 
2 shows the performance of the country on the index over the last five years. It is more instructive to 
look at the trend of the scores of the country since the number of countries assessed each year are 
different, which makes ranking incomparable. It can thus be seen that India has demonstrated 
evidence of consistent improvement each year. 

 
TABLE 2. INDIA’S PERFORMANCE ON THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS INDEX (IPRI) 

 

Year IPRI Scores Rankings Number of Countries 

2015 5.2 61 121 

2016 5.2 59 124 

2017 5.6 54 127 

2018 5.6 59 125 

2019 5.8 55 129 

Source: Intellectual Property Rights Index Reports 
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Despite being a member of the WTO, which implies a general uniformity in patent laws, the Indian 
patent system has a couple of controversial peculiarities, which make it stand out from the rest of 
the world. The first is the presence of Section 3(d), which stipulates that “the mere discovery of a new 
form of a known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that 
substance or the mere discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance or of the 
mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such known process results in a new 
product or employs at least one new reactant” shall not be considered an invention within the 
meaning of the Patent Act.  
 
The section is criticized for setting a higher standard for patentability than what is mandated by 
TRIPS. As per Article 27 (1) of the TRIPS Agreement, for an invention to be patentable, it must i) be 
new; ii) involve an inventive step; and iii) be capable of industrial application. India has made the law 
more stringent by added the condition of enhanced efficacy. This has been done to prevent misuse 
of the patent laws to extend the term of protection. But critics argue that this condition impedes 
incremental innovation and, thus, affects the innovation ecosystem in the country negatively.  
Another controversial aspect of the Indian patent law is the issue of compulsory licensing. India has 
maintained the power to grant compulsory licensing through which it can suspend patent privileges 
in cases of national emergency when the larger interests of the society are at stake. This has only 
been applied once in India when the patent of Bayer for its kidney cancer treatment drug was 
canceled to allow an Indian generic manufacturer NATCO to supply the drug at an affordable cost. 
Such conditions make the Indian patent regime unfavorable to foreign investment and businesses 
at large. The government should iron out these issues after active consultation with private firms. 
Overall, the Indian innovation landscape holds considerable promise, but several avenues of 
improvement remain present throughout. 
 

DO IPRS PROMOTE INNOVATION? 
The protection of Intellectual Property is one of the key pillars of public policy in the 21st century. 
IPRs create ownership of Intellectual Property by giving innovators the legally enforceable power to 
prevent others from using an intellectual creation or to set the terms on which it can be used (Liu & 
Racherla, 2016). 
 
The proponents hold the view that protecting intellectual property would promote investments in 
knowledge-intensive activities. Moreover, it would lead to the widespread dissemination of that 
knowledge that will be beneficial for society at large. IPRs are seen as a tool to foster an environment 
that can enable innovation and economic growth. Nonetheless, there are many academicians as well 
as policymakers that question the role of IPRs in stimulating investments for research and 
development and spurring innovation. Some others question the benefits of IPRs over other 
government tools such as public sponsorships, government subsidies, etc. Finally, some recognize 
the importance of IPRs but argue that they increasingly retard, rather than promote, innovation and 
economic growth.  
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This section explores the relationship between IPRs and innovation by building up the narrative 
based on the diverse existing literature.   

IPRS: A TOOL FOR INCENTIVISING INNOVATION 
While Natural Rights theorists argue that it is a man’s natural property right over his idea, labor 
theorists argue that IPRs are the rewards of the innovator for the labor invested by him in coming up 
with the innovation. These theories have propelled economists to look at the economic benefits 
accrued by protecting innovators.  
 
One of the main economic arguments for a strong IPR regime rests on the failures of markets in case 
of “public goods”. Many proponents debate that due to the non-excludable nature of knowledge, the 
technological innovation will be below socially optimal levels. This would happen because the 
inventor of the technology who has to invest immensely in terms of financial and human resources 
know that others would free-ride on his breakthrough. The potential innovators would, therefore, 
invest in other activities and this would lead to losses for society. IP protection seems to be the right 
policy tool to spur investments in research and development. This also provides the incentive for 
firms and individuals to invest in generating new technology and new products, including 
incremental improvements, especially where the returns from investment are longer-term, where 
the investment involves significant costs or risks, and where the invention or creation may be easy 
to copy or imitate (BIAC, 2015). 
 
Kanwar & Evenson (2003) analyzed the impact of stronger IP protection on R&D expenditure by 
estimating a panel model of 32 countries. They established that stronger IPR protection has a positive 
and significant impact on the share of R&D investment in GDP. Going by the argument that R&D 
investments positively impact economic growth, one can conclude that IP protection indirectly 
impacts growth and development. Several other studies have reached the same conclusion.  

 

IPRS: HINDERING INNOVATION 
Many scholars are skeptical about the view that a strong IP regime nurtures an environment needed 
to develop new market innovations. In his book, The Industrial Revolution, T.S. Ashton argues that 
patents were irrelevant as a means of inducing inventions. Eric Schiff studied inventive activity in 
Switzerland and the Netherlands during the period that the two nations abandoned their patent 
system, and he concludes that the “industrialization of a country can proceed smoothly and 
vigorously without a national patent system” (Schiff, 1971). 
 
The main argument stated against the use of IPRs is that by restricting imitation IPRs raise the cost 
of technology and restrict its availability and accessibility. A higher price for the patent-protected 
goods generate short-run losses in consumer surplus (see Maskus, 2000; McCalman, 2001). It also 
hinders innovations or improvements by preventing other firms that are trying to build on the original 
technology. If a new technology has productivity-enhancing effects when used in economic activity, 
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these too may be retarded by the protection of the original innovation (Wallerstein, Mogee, & 
Schoen, 1993). 

 

IPRS: NOT THE SOLE FACTOR FOR PROMOTING INNOVATION 
There are a group of scholars who recognize that the role of IPRs in promoting innovation and 
economic development is dependent on the country’s circumstances. Many studies claim that in 
developing countries there is little evidence of the impact of patents on growth and development. 
Thompson and Rushing (1999), by looking at a sample of 112 countries, concluded that IPR protection 
has a positive impact on growth only in countries that have reached a certain initial level of GDP per 
capita. Falvey, Foster and Greenaway (2004) conducted a study comprising 80 countries as their 
sample for the period 1975-1994 and concluded that IPR protection has a positive impact on growth 
in countries with high and low GDP per capita but the middle-income countries have no visible 
benefits from a strong IP regime.  
 
Some other studies prove that the general impact of IPRs on innovation is mixed but a strong positive 
relationship is observed for some industries such as chemicals and pharmaceuticals.  

 
PERFORMANCE OF IP-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES IN INDIA 
The availability of data for quantifying the economic contribution of IP intensive industries has been 
mostly disaggregated, focusing on individual rights and/or specific industries. Moreover, most of 
these studies have focused on the developed economies that are innovation-driven. The 
policymakers in the country benefit significantly from an evidence-based, credible data on the role 
and impact of intellectual property.  
To bridge this gap, this study focuses on identifying IP-intensive industries in India and examining 
their characteristics and contributions to the overall economy. It covers a broad range of economic 
indicators – employment, Gross Value Added and wages – and looks at patents as intellectual rights.  
 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
The basic unit of analysis in the study is the industry as defined by the National Industrial 
Classification: 2008, which is carried out by the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, 
Government of India. According to this classification, there are 21 sections, 88 divisions (2-digit code), 
238 groups (3-digit code), 403 classes (4-digit code) and 1304 sub-classes (5-digit code)3.  
 
The study uses 3-digit industry codes to extract the data for economic indicators from the Annual 
Survey of Industries. It is the principal source of organized industrial statistics in India. It provides 
information about the growth, employment, wages, composition and structure of the organized 
manufacturing sector comprising activities related to manufacturing processes, repair services, gas 

 
3 National Industrial Classification. Central Statistical Organisation, (2008). Retreived from 
https://udyogaadhaar.gov.in/UA/Document/nic_2008_17apr09.pdf  
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and water supply and cold storage4. Therefore, this paper analyses the impact on the organized 
manufacturing sector of the Indian economy.  
 
The IP rights analyzed in this study are Patents. However, the patents data that is provided by the 
Office of the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trademarks, India5 is not categorised on the 
basis of industry codes. The data is given by the fields of invention. There are ten major fields of 
invention, as shown in the table below. The “Others” is further divided into eleven fields.  
 

Fields of Invention 
Chemical Communication 
Pharmaceutical Physics 
Food Civil 
Electrical Textiles 
Mechanical Metallurgy/ Material Science 
Computer and Electronics Agriculture Engineering 
Biotechnology Polymer Science/ Technology 
General Engineering Agrochemical 
Bio Medical Microbiology 
Bio Chemistry Traditional Knowledge Biotech/ Chem 

 
A concordance sheet between the fields of invention and the 3-digit NIC industry codes has been 
prepared to analyze the contributions made by the IP intensive industries in India. A major challenge 
faced while mapping the industries with the fields was the overlaps among the invention fields. Some 
industries appear to fit in more than one fields. Another impediment was the fact that certain fields 
of invention are a subset of others. To overcome these issues some of the fields were merged. As a 
result, 10 broad areas are analyzed.    
 
The study categorises industries or areas into three sections based on their “Absolute Patent 
Intensity”:  
 

• Non-IP Intensive Industries: The 3-digit industries that were not mapped to any of the fields 
of invention are assumed to have zero patents.  
 

• Below Average IP Intensive Industries: The industries that have below average patent filing 
as compared to other industries 

 
• Above Average IP Intensive Industries: The industries that have above average patent filing 

as compared to other industries 
 

 
4Kapoor, A., Kapoor, M., Ketels, C., & Bryden, R. (2018). Clusters: The Drivers of Competitiveness. Institute for 
Competitiveness. 
5 Annual Report. The Office of Controller General of Patents, Designs, Trademarks and Geographical Indications, (2017-18) 
Retreived from http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOAnnualReport/1_110_1_Annual_Report_2017-
18_English.pdf  
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A similar three-set classification has been reached by calculating “Relative Patent Intensity” of the 
industry. Relative Patent Intensity is defined as the number of patents filed under the field of 
invention divided by the total employment in that field of invention. It is interesting to note that by 
using this measure only two broad industries, namely – Computer and Electronics and 
Communication fall in the category of Above Average IP Intensive Industries.  
 
It is important to note that innovation is expected to yield economic benefits only after a certain 
amount of time has elapsed. This implies that while calculating the impact of IP rights on the 
economy, one must take a lag of 2-3 years. However, the patent filing trends in India by fields of the 
invention have been similar for the last lustrum. Therefore, the classification of industries in the above 
mentioned three categories remains the same whether patents filed are used for 2013-14 or for 2016-
17 (the year for which economic indicators are analysed).6  

 
CONTRIBUTION TO EMPLOYMENT, WAGES  
AND GROSS VALUE ADDED EMPLOYMENT  
There are approximately 14 million employees working in the organized manufacturing sector in 
India. Figure 5 shows the share of employment across industries based upon their absolute patent 
intensity. 
 
In the above-average IP-intensive industries, employment totalled 3 million, which accounts for 
about 26.4 per cent of all jobs in the manufacturing economy. The total jobs include workers 
employed directly, workers employed through contractors, supervisory and managerial staff and 
unpaid family members. The figure also shows that the below-average IP intensive industries 
employ 39.17 per cent of the overall employees and the other 34.43 per cent are employed in the 
non-IP intensive industries.  

 
FIGURE 5: SHARE IN EMPLOYMENT BY ABSOLUTE PATENT INTENSITY 

 

 
 

6 The classification based on patents filed for the year 2012-13 is presented in Appendix 1.  
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VALUE ADDED 
While above-average IP-intensive industries account for 26.4 per cent of the total jobs, their 
contribution to the Gross Value Added (GVA) was INR 4973 billion, that is 36.36 per cent of the overall 
organized manufacturing GVA. Thus, the contribution of above-average IP-intensive industries to the 
value-added in the economy is higher than its employment share and also higher than the 
contribution of the other two groups as shown in Table 3 (on the next page). 
 
What is most surprising is that the contribution of below-average IP intensive industries to the overall 
GVA is the lowest among all industry groups; even lower than that of the non-IP intensive industries 
by a significant margin. The former accounted for 28.87 per cent of the total GVA while the latter’s 
contribution stands at 34.77 per cent.  
 
A better measure to draw comparisons across the categories is the value-added per worker. Table 
3 shows that it follows the same trend as the percentage share in GVA – it is the highest in above-
average IP intensive industries (12.70 lacs), followed by non-IP intensive industries (9.31 lacs) and the 
lowest in below-average IP intensive industries (6.79 lacs). The performance of the below-average 
group is driven down by mainly by “textiles”, which emerges to be the least productive sectors. It 
employs 10 per cent of the employees and contributes only 4.85 per cent to GVA. The results also 
show that the most productive sector is communication that accounts for 0.70 per cent of the total 
GVA by employing just 0.30 per cent of the total employees.  
 

TABLE 3. VALUE ADDED BY EACH INDUSTRY GROUP BASED UPON IP INTENSITY 
 

Intensity Sector 

Value 
added per 

worker  
(In lacs) 

Share in 
GVA 

Non-IP Intensive Others 9.31 34.77 

Non-IP Intensive   9.31 34.77 

Below Average Agricultural Engineering 9.49 2.80 

Below Average Food 6.19 7.60 

Below Average Metallurgy/Material Science 9.04 11.15 

Below Average Textiles 4.27 4.85 

Below Average Polymer Science 6.95 2.47 
Below Average IP 

Intensive Industries 
 6.79 28.87 

Above Average 
Pharmaceutical and Microbiology, 

Biotechnology, Biomedical and 
Traditional Knowledge Biotechnology 

14.36 7.13 

Above Average Communication 21.68 0.70 

Above Average Computer and Electronics 12.56 1.65 

Above Average Chemical, Bio-Chemistry and 
Agrochemical 

17.28 9.95 
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Above Average Electrical, Mechanical and Physics 10.40 16.92 
Above Average IP 

Intensive Industries 
 12.70 36.36 

Source: Author’s Calculation 

 
WAGES 
Above-average IP-intensive industries pay significantly higher wages than other industries, with a 
wage premium of 72 per cent over non-IP intensive industries and 60 per cent over below-average 
IP intensive industries. Communication and computers and electronics are among the highest paying 
sectors with average wages of INR 5.38 lacs and INR 4.81 lacs respectively. 
 
This is consistent with the fact that the value-added per worker is higher in above-average IP-
intensive industries than elsewhere in the economy. A positive correlation of 0.82 is observed 
between per worker value-added and wages to worker ratio as shown in Figure 6.  
 

TABLE 4. AVERAGE WAGES OF EACH INDUSTRY GROUP BASED ON IP INTENSITY 
 

Intensity Sector 
Averages Wages 

(INR Lacs) 

Non-IP Intensive Others 2.04 

Non-IP Intensive  2.04 

Below Average Agricultural Engineering 3.32 

Below Average Food 1.83 

Below Average Metallurgy/Material Science 2.99 

Below Average Textiles 1.76 

Below Average Polymer Science 2.21 
Below Average IP 

Intensive Industries 
 2.29 

Above Average 
Pharmaceutical and Microbiology, 

Biotechnology, Biomedical and Traditional 
Knowledge Biotechnology 

3.66 

Above Average Communication 5.38 

Above Average Computer and Electronics 4.81 

Above Average Chemical, Bio-Chemistry and Agrochemical 3.23 

Above Average Electrical, Mechanical and Physics 3.44 
Above Average IP 

Intensive Industries 
 3.52 

 
Source: Author’s Calculation 
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FIGURE 6: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVERAGE WAGES AND EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY 
 

 

BEYOND IPR 
While this study has focused on the role of IPR in driving innovation and economic growth, it must 
be pointed out that it is not the sole determinant. Instead, a set of conditions in a region apart from 
its IP laws need to be favorable for innovation to flourish. To show that IPR alone is not a sufficient 
condition for innovation, a comparison of patent filings across Indian states is made below. The 
comparison is made at the sub-regional level and not on the international landscape because the 
framework of IP laws is uniform within the country. 
 
Despite the uniformity in regulation, Figure 7 shows that the number of patents filed per lakh of 
population considerably varies across Indian states. The range of these values lies anywhere 
between zero to 13. It can be seen that the numbers of patent filings are highly concentrated around 
the southern and western part of the country. Apart from Delhi, which is an outlier, the highest 
number of patents per lakh of population are filed in the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil 
Nadu and Telangana. Such spatial differences imply that multiple factors determine the innovative 
capacity of regions apart from the legal framework of intellectual property rights. 
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Figure 7. Patents per lakh of Population across Indian States, 2016-17 
  

 
 

Source: Author depiction. Data from Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DIPP) 

 
Clearly, IPR is a necessary but not a sufficient condition in determining the innovation ecosystem of 
regions. The concentration of innovative capabilities towards the southern end of the country can be 
explained by the presence of more engineering and medical institutes in those states. As a result, 
talent is easily accessible to those states, which is a crucial ingredient of innovation. Moreover, the 
southern states also have a higher concentration of research laboratories, which also gives them the 
requisite infrastructure for conducting R&D activities (Kapoor & Yadav, 2019).  
 

CONCLUSION 
The Indian innovation ecosystem presents an interesting case study on the factors that determine 
innovation and to what extent IPR matters in driving the same. The study has shown that innovation 
paves the way for higher economic growth and social development. The innovation-driven industries 
across India – as measured by their IP intensity – have a higher share in the country’s GVA despite 
having a lower employment share. Thus, they make a higher economic contribution with fewer 
resources. The highly innovative industries also account for a greater share in wages for its 
employees due to their level of productivity. These outcomes go on to show the productivity gains 
that India, or any other developing country for that matter, could make by moving towards a sharper 
focus on innovation across industries. 
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But if there is one broad takeaway from the study, it is that even though well-defined IP laws are a 
crucial ingredient of innovation, it is not the only one. The study shows that despite having a similar 
IP regime across the land, the performance of Indian states on innovation varies quite significantly. 
This highlights the fact that there are a multitude of factors apart from IPR that determine the 
innovative capacities of regions. Human capital and the requisite research infrastructure are a few 
key aspects of an economy that plays an enabling role. Policymakers should strive towards 
improving regional outcomes across these range of factors. 
 
Finally, a study on innovation for the Indian economy would not be complete without addressing its 
controversial peculiarities – the issue of Section 3(d) and of compulsory licensing. While the former 
is an important stand taken by the government to prevent firms from misusing the patent laws, by 
tweaking their innovations to extend the patent term and the latter is necessary in case of national 
emergencies, it would be beneficial for both government officials as well as industry experts to chalk 
out a plan of action that benefits both the constituencies. These aspects of the Indian innovation 
landscape make foreign firms skeptical of the country’s policy scenario, which they see as 
excessively stringent. It would be a win-win for these two stakeholders to iron out the issues for the 
larger goal of making the Indian economy an innovation-driven one. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1 

Patent Intensity 
(By Patents Filed 2012-13) 
Absolute Patent Intensity Relative Patent Intensity 
Below Average IP Intensive Below Average IP Intensive 
Agricultural Engineering Food 
Food Metallurgy/Material Science 
Metallurgy/Material Science Textiles 
Textiles Agricultural Engineering 
Polymer Science Polymer Science 

  

Pharmaceutical and Microbiology, Biotechnology, 
Biomedical and Traditional Knowledge 
Biotechnology 

  Electrical, Mechanical and Physics 
  Chemical, Bio-Chemistry and Agrochemical 
Above Average IP Intensive Above Average IP Intensive 

Pharmaceutical and Microbiology, Biotechnology, 
Biomedical and Traditional Knowledge 
Biotechnology Computer and Electronics 
Communication Communication 
Computer and Electronics   
Chemical, Bio-Chemistry and Agrochemical   
Electrical, Mechanical and Physics   

 
 
Appendix 2 

While the study carries an analysis of IP-intensive industries based on Absolute Patent Intensity, 
where the industries were segregated based on their level of patents in absolute numbers, a similar 
analysis was deemed necessary by looking at the same on a relative scale, viz. number of patents 
per employee. Figure 8 shows that when one looks at the Relative Patent Intensity instead of 
absolute, the share of above average IP-intensive industries in overall employment falls to 1.51 
percent. They contribute 2.35 percent in the overall GVA. However, the value added per worker is 
14.37 lacs. These industries have a wage premium of 141 percent over the non-IP intensive industries 
and a wage premium of 107 percent over the below average IP intensive industries.  
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FIGURE 8: SHARE IN EMPLOYMENT BY RELATIVE PATENT INTENSITY 

 
 
 

 

Intensity Industry 
Value added 
per worker 
(INR lacs) 

Average 
Wages 

(INR lacs) 

Share in 
GVA 

Non IP Intensive Others 9.31 2.04 34.77 
Non IP Intensive  9.31 2.04 34.77 
Below Average Food 6.19 1.83 7.60 
Below Average Metallurgy/Material Science 9.04 2.99 11.15 
Below Average Textiles 4.27 1.76 4.85 
Below Average Agricultural Engineering 9.49 3.32 2.80 
Below Average Polymer Science 6.95 2.21 2.47 

Below Average 
Pharmaceutical and Microbiology, Biotechnology, 

Biomedical and Traditional Knowledge 
Biotechnology 

14.36 3.66 7.13 

Below Average Electrical, Mechanical and Physics 10.40 3.44 16.92 
Below Average Chemical, Bio-Chemistry and Agrochemical 17.28 3.23 9.95 

Below Average IP 
Intensive 
Industries 

 9.05 2.73 62.88 

Above Average Computer and Electronics 12.56 4.81 1.65 
Above Average Communication 21.68 5.38 0.70 

Above Average IP 
Intensive 
Industries 

 14.37 4.93 2.35 
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